YAMAHA FZS (Rear Disk) and Ray ZR-Rally - the special
creations for “The Generation of free- spirited Youth” – are
now in Sri Lanka.

The two latest products popularized by AMW, to enable Sri Lankan youths to make their
dreams comes true, were introduced to Sri Lankan customers recently. These two are the
YAMAHA FZS (Rear Disk) motor bike and the RAY ZR –Rally Scooter. These latest twin motor
bike varieties come to you through Japanese Technology. These two bikes have been
introduced entirely for today’s dynamic youth, who pursue the mixed challenge of unslackening speed and impressive appeal. YAMAHA Motor Company constantly alert to customer
requirements is ever-ready to send to the market, products that are in keeping with these
needs. These products reflect what the customers want. This was announced by Mr. Zharan
Ziyawudeen Head of Sales YAMAHA Division of AMW.
YAMAHA motor bikes are imported and distributed in Sri Lanka, solely by the AMW Company,
possessing a proud history extending over seven decades. The series of YAMAHA motor bikes
and Scooters has been able to record the high success, of being the market leader, both in Sri
Lanka and at global level, in the field of motor bikes and scooters. This can be described as a
brilliant instance that proves the unparalleled greatness of the YAMAHA Brand Name. It is quite
widely known that the Brand Name YAMAHA, echoes and re-echoes in Sri Lanka, right across,
both cities and villages alike.

The Special Quality of YAMAHA FZS (Rear Disk)
The chain of YAMAHA FZS motor bikes is celebrated as the leading product in the market in the
150cc category. The latest product in this series is YAMAHA FZS (Rear Disk) motor bike. The
special feature of this version is that it has been introduced to the market with a 220mm rear
disk brake system. As a result of this, the brake system can be operated, with confidence, at
any speed. This can be considered a comparatively improved stage of the FZ class, motor bikes.

The YAMAHA FZS (Rear Disk) motor bike arrives in the market, with an appearance that stuns
young people. It is equipped with Blue Core and FI (YAMAHA Fuel Injection) technology,
ensuring fuel economy even at high speed. The seats prove comfortable, throughout any long
distance travel. The ground clearance is 160 mm. This will make a smooth drive possible. The
adjustable Mono Cross Suspension System, helps the user experience a joyous and pleasant
ride. The advanced multi reflector head-lamp while ensuring the safety of the rider at night,
contributes substantially to get an extremely clear view of the road. The digital meter system is
visible during daytime as clearly as at night. These special features enhance the appeal of the
YAMAHA FZS (Rear Disk) motor bike.

RAY ZR Rally – The Latest Scooter
The highly appealing RAY ZR Rally, will undoubtedly turn out to be the fastest scooter for the
local scooter –fans. The RAY ZR Rally will provide you higher and higher opportunities to enable
you to reach the targets, that are being pursued by young men and women who are attracted
by challenges. This RAY ZR Rally scooter, built exclusively for the dynamic youth, is powered by
4 stroke air-cooled SOHC 2-value (Blue-core) technology engine. Because of the front Disk Brake
systems, there is no slippage when applying brakes. Beside, at a sudden stoppage, the machine
can be controlled, harmlessly. The strong structure of the front brakes provide additional
safety. The inclusive of new digital meter provides the indications of the scooter’s functions.
The aerodynamics of the streamlined design and the easy handling of the scooter, its light
weight and the smooth ride it ensures, can be mentioned as its special qualities. The knuckle
guard, to minimize the harm to the rider’s hands in an untoward situation, proves that, we
need not worry at all about safely provisions of YAMAHA motor-bikes. The RAY ZR – Rally
scooter that comes to you in blue or black is exclusively produced for the youth who are in
pursuit of their dreams.
AMW Company that converts the dreams of the youth into reality is the only authorized agency
to import YAMAHA motor bikes to Sri Lanka. AMW is the sole agent in Sri Lanka, for a whole
series of outstanding brands, AMW is the pioneering motor car and motor bike sales company
that provides an unparalleled after sales service, with a network of Agents, spread right round
the Island.

